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How it works 

  

 

PLAATO Airlock is a non-invasive tool and estimates the Specific Gravity, rather than 

measuring it. It does this by reading the amount of bubbles produced by the fermentation and 

converting it to CO2. The unit Oechsle (Oe) is used for gravity. 

The accuracy of gravity measurements with regular hydrometers is rarely better than ±1-3° Oe. 

This is due to the vast number of parameters that affect the reading. 

PLAATO estimates the specific gravity (SG) using three data inputs: 

• Batch volume 

• Original Gravity of the specific batch 

• CO2 produced by the fermentation 

In order to get an accurate SG-estimation, these variables must also be accurate. The more 

accurate your inputs for volume and OG are, the more accurate the gravity estimation will be. 

 If you take a sample of you beer, you can update the SG estimation by setting the measured SG 

directly in the app. 

 SG-estimation has two different modes you can use: 

1. Normal mode - uses a general estimation algorithm 

2. Learning mode - uses your data input to enhance the unique estimation algorithm of your 

airlock. 
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Technical specifications 
 

 

 

Power requirement: 5V 1.5A 

WiFi: 2.4GHz  
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Safety and Usage Considerations 

 

Before use 

• Make sure the USB-socket is dry when you connect it to power. The Airlock is water-

resistant, but if there is moisture in the power port when connected to power it will 

damage the product. 

• Use the provided USB-gasket in order to stop blow-off or overflow from getting into 

your USB-socket. 

• Do not use foaming agents such as Star San in the airlock during fermentation, due to the 

risk of overflowing. 

• You can use plain tap-water for your Airlock, as it will normally not be in contact with 

your brew. 

• Do not submerge the smart-part in water. 

• Do not use a dishwasher to clean any parts of the PLAATO Airlock. 

During use 

Lighting Conditions 

The PLAATO Airlock counts bubbles by using an infrared sensor. Strong light is not 

only bad for your brew but can also affect the performance of your PLAATO Airlock. It 

will, however, work fine under normal indoor lighting conditions. 

Rapid temperature change 

All airlocks can experience suckback, but the PLAATO Airlock has a narrow CO2 

escape-channel by design and is more prone to suckback than traditional airlocks. This is 

mostly noticeable if you cold-crash your brew. In order to eliminate this issue, we 

released the PLAATO Valve, which eliminates negative pressure for all Airlocks. 

If you do not have a Valve, we recommend you keep the temperature stable. 
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How to wash and sanitize 

 

These parts of the PLAATO Airlock should be cleaned and sanitized regularly: 

• The bubbler 

• The tritan 

• The lid 

Clean the parts using normal techniques and products, including PBW, bleach, Star San, One 

Step or similar. 

The smart-part is completely separated and does not need to be cleaned. Should cleaning be 

necessary due to spillage, do not submerge the smart-part. Clean it with a damp cloth and 

make sure there is no residue in the micro-usb port. 

• Do not wash the PLAATO Airlock in a dishwasher. 

• Do not use boiling water for cleaning. 

• If the bubbler is stuck in the tritan, empty out the water in the airlock and leave it to dry 

for 24 hours. 

• In order to prevent foaming, do not use Star San in the Airlock during fermentation. 
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LED-modes 

 

All three LEDs breathe simultaneously 

The Airlock is in Setup-mode, and is ready to be connected to WiFi through the app. 

All three LEDs flash simultaneously 

The PLAATO Airlock is transmitting data to the cloud. This happens during the setup of the 

Airlock, and when the Airlock is transmitting fermentation data. 

LEDs breathe from the bottom to the top 

The Airlock is in sensing mode, and there has been an interval of more than 10 seconds between 

each bubble. 

The top LED will flash each time a bubble passes over the sensor. 

Bottom LED is continuously lit 

The Airlock is unable to connect to WiFi or the Cloud. 
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Connecting PLAATO Airlock to WiFi 

 

First time use 

1. Connect PLAATO Airlock to a standard USB-charger, using the supplied USB-cable. 

2. Download the PLAATO-app from Google Play/App Store 

3. Create a new account – or log in if you already have an account 

4. Follow the setup-guide in the app 

Adding another PLAATO Device to your account 

1. Select the menu in the top right corner of your app 

2. At the bottom of "My Devices" select "Add new device" 

3. Follow the setup-process as before 

 

When you finish the setup-process the LEDs will enter "sensing mode", showing that the 

PLAATO Airlock is connected to WiFi. 

This is a one-time operation. The WiFi-credentials are saved and will be used at every power-up 

unless you reset your device. 
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Starting a batch 
 

When you have connected your PLAATO Airlock to the app you are ready to set it up for the 

fermentation of your next batch, following the steps below: 

1. Select "NEW BATCH" 

2. Select the units that you want to use for temperature and volume. 

3. Set the volume of your batch 

4. Measure the gravity of your brew and set the original gravity. 

5. Press "start new batch". If you start a new batch on your Airlock later the current batch 

will be reset. 
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How to reset 
 

Before you start 

The reset process requires a magnet to be inserted into the hole marked "RESET" on the bottom 

of your smart-part. As there are three screw-holes on the bottom, make sure to select the correct 

one. 

1. Connect your PLAATO Airlock to power 

One or more of the LEDs on your Airlock will light up. 

2. Remove the tritan from the smart-part and flip it upside-down 

If the smart-part appears to be stuck to the tritan, apply more force to separate them. Keep 

the power plugged in. 

3. Push the flipped tritan towards the Airlock smart-part 

Ensure that the magnet sticking out of the tritan is inserted into the hole marked 

"RESET". 

4. The LEDs will go dark. After three seconds all three LEDs will light up 

Your Airlock is now in setup-mode, and you will need to redo the first-time setup. 
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Learning mode 
 

Learning ON or OFF decides if the manual SG updates you do in the app is used to train the 

estimation model or not. 

  

Using Learning mode for the first time: 

1. Activate learning by pressing the "turn on learning" button in the app under "Update SG". 

2. Brew you beer and type in the batch data under "Batch settings" (SG and volume) 

3. Manually measure gravity and update "Manually update specific gravity" in the app. 

  

By turning Learning Mode on the manual SG updates are used to adapt the estimation to your 

setup. This will enhance the gravity estimation for the specific airlock, making it better for your 

next batch. 

  

Only use learning mode if you are certain that the measurements you do are correct, and that 

nothing abnormal has happened with the brew. There are a lot of variables in the estimation, like 

small leaks and an error in the volume. Before enabling Learning Mode, make sure:  

1. The batch volume you have entered is accurate 

2. The original gravity you have entered is accurate 

3. Your current SG measurement is accurate. 

 

The more you use the Learning Mode, the better the estimation will be. When you are satisfied 

with the estimation of your airlock, we advise you turn learning mode OFF. 

 


